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• Periodic cover-to-cover review
• Throughout: Replaced RRO term with “Regional Entity”
• Section 1.1: Updated links to PJM governing documents
• Section 5.1: Updated titles and names of external agreements and removed reference to Duke Energy Progress JOA
• Section 5.2.2: Changed Solar Magnetic Disturbance term to Geo-Magnetic Disturbance
• Attachment C: Updated language in Voltage/Reactive Priorities table to be consistent with M-03 section 3.2.
• Attachment A “PJM Reliability Plan”
  – Appendix A: Updated links to PJM governing documents
  – Appendix B: Updated titles and names of external agreements and removed old reference to MISO-PJM-TVA JOA
  – Appendix D: Updated PJM TOs and TOPs to include Transource WV as TO, and updated Linden VFT registration
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